
Oli Walker
FRONT-END  FOCUSED  DEVELOPER

Personal Profile

Technologies

Check me out

Work Experience

Education

Product focused Front End Developer who 
loves working in empowered teams and 
building and shipping high value software.



Strong knowledge in Typescript, React, Next.js,  
Styled Components, tailwind, Node, Express.



Personal projects in tech that interests me: a 
personal blog built with vue, aws lambda, 
dynamodb, hosted on AWS. Currently working 
on a svelte app hosted on netlify - 
wallofscientists.com to promote diversity in 
STEM research.



Spends free time cycling and hiking in the 
mountains.

React

Vue

Svelte



Next.js



Apollo

Redux



CSS in JS

Styled System

StoryBook



OliWalker@pm.me



linkedin.com/in/oli-walker



github.com/oliwalker

github.com/oliwalker-aroov



OliWalker.me Self Taught 2017-2018

2018

Ginetta

Aroov - now Flatfox

apr. 2019 - aug. 2020

aug. 2020 - now

Aktek sep. 2018 - apr. 2019

Full Stack Software Engineering Boot Camp

Over 1000 hours of training

A startup team of developers and data-scientists who aim 
to offer flexible solutions for data management and 
visualization for teams working in fragile environments.



Worked with React data visualization tools and refactored 
the client state to Redux and wrote a team document on 
Redux best practices. 


A leading web design and development agency in Zürich. 
Working and having workshops with a variety of high 
profile clients on a wide variety of projects.



Collaborating with UX and UI designers in an agile, user 
centered design process and creating universal web apps 
to provide the best user experience.



Tutoring and mentoring design trainees to take first steps 
into web development.



Working with - TypeScript, React, Next.js, GraphQl, Apollo, 
Redux, I18n


A startup to encompass and streamline the interactions 
of a tenant and property manager.



Architected, built and maintained 3 React / Next.js web 
apps and a component library / Design system alongside 
one other developer.



Refactored and modularized existing GCP infrastructure 
for 3 enviroments using Terraform.



Refined Circle CI pipeline to include automatic on deploy 
and nightly E2E testing with Cypress and Element.  



A change of team enviroment means I am currently 
working full stack with a React web app on a Python / 
Django Backend with a Postgress database.



Working with - TypeScript, React, Next.js, Redux, I18n


Jest

Cypress
 

Node

Express

Terraform



Scrum

Kanban



Python

Django


TypeScript - JavaScript - HTML - CSS

Previous Life
A previous background in adventure sports 
crafted my ability to work effectively and 
efficiently with a wide variety of people, whilst 
falling naturally into leadership roles.

Languages
English (native) - German (A2) - Spanish (A2)


